Directions to MBS
Address: 1414 Andrew Young International Blvd NW, Atlanta GA 30313
*Please use the address above- DO NOT type in Mercedes-Benz
Stadium into map or GPS*

PARKING
-Address: 1414 Andrew Young International Blvd, Atlanta, GA 30313.
-Please park in RED DECK - after payment at entrance, make the first left to park closest
to MBS
-From the Red Deck, take the elevator to the 4th level of the parking garage "Bridge to
MARTA and Mercedes-Benz Stadium"
-Walk straight across the bridge in between the Home Depot Backyard (old Georgia
Dome) and Mercedes-Benz Stadium
-Entrance/check in will be at our North Club Entry

Picture above: Elevator- 4th floor

Picture above: bridge to North Club Entry

MARTA
-Get off the train at "Vine City" stop
-After exiting the train, head east on Rhodes St. towards the pedestrian bridge on Northside
-Walk across the pedestrian bridge towards the stadium
-Walk passed Gate 1 towards North Club Entry (Home Depot Backyard will be on your left and the stadium will be
on your right)
-Enter through North Club Entry

UBER/LYFT
-Address: 1414 Andrew Young International Blvd, Atlanta, GA 30313
-Ask to be dropped off at Gate 2 by the huge Falcon statue (*DO NOT enter through Gate 2*)
-Take the escalators in between Gate 2 and the Home Depot Backyard down to North Club Entry
-Enter through North Club Entry

ENTRY
-Enter through North Club Entry
-All guests are subject to metal detectors and bag check upon entering the stadium
-Clear bag policy is NOT in effect
-Guest services will greet all guests at main doors and serve as way finding hosts along entry route

INSPECTION POLICY
-Guests can bring in any bag they would like. Clear Bag Policy is not enforced for Private Events. All bags will be
inspected upon entrance.
-All guests will be subject to security screening prior to entry inside Mercedes-Benz Stadium along with inspection
of all bags and carry-in items. Security staff will utilize walk-through magnetometers and handheld metal detectors
to screen all guests at security checkpoints. Prior to the screening, guests will be asked to remove all metal from
their pockets and person and hold the items in their hands for security staff to inspect. If a guest does not feel
comfortable with the metal detector screening due to medical reasons, a physical pat-down will be conducted
instead. Please have all bags open for security staff and be prepared to remove any item from inside the bag if
requested for closer inspection. Guests electing not to consent to the metal detector screening or physical pat-down
along with a bag search will be denied entry.

